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 (California, November 27, 2008). On November 19, 2008, six corpses  

were discovered in Kurdistan-Iran. Archeologists believe the corpses 

were buried some 3000 years ago. The corpses belonged to a king  

and five of his bodyguards, who were buried around him. According  

to a myth, they were buried around him to protect their king even in 

death. As the picture shows, the king was buried with jewelry and his 

crown. A fish plaque with ancient writings placed on his chest requires  

a scientific study by unbiased archeologists to come up with an 

authentic and undistorted translation of the historic message. 

  

The king’s picture shows a strong resemblance to the ones of the ancient pictures of the 

Medes emperors. Also, the geographical area where the corpses were discovered is 

situated at the heart of what was the Median Empire. Further, the burial timing ties the 

history to the era of the ancient Medes and their powerful and advanced empire.  

  

Ironically, the Iranian officials have tried to trivialize this historic discovery and 

publically proclaimed that there was no king’s corpse, but rather a 3000-year old 

skeleton. This flagrant denial reminds us of Iran’s continuous policies to deflect and 

obliterate the history of the Kurds, who by many reliable historical sources are the direct 

descendants of the Medes. Therefore in order not to distort this ancient history, no 

Iranian-government appointed archeologist should be the sole source of the translation of 

the writings. 

  

After the Median Empire became the Medo-Persian Empire in 550 BCE, the Medes’ 

culture, way of governance, and language were adapted by the Persian rulers and the 

Medes remained in honor and positions in the empire. However, under King Darius 

things gradually changed and Persian rule increased. Ever since then, the Persian rulers, 

ancient and modern alike, have tried to misrepresent Kurdish history and portray the 

Kurdish culture as Iranian culture and the Kurdish language as a branch of the Persian 

language. 

  

This recent Iranian effort to suppress the truth about the Kurdish history and civilization 

is clear evidence that the Persian rulers want to continue their ill-intended maneuver to 

maintain their ownership of Kurdish history and heritage.  

  

Sadly enough, when the Persians inherited the great Median Empire and Medes’ legacy, 

their rulers have been relentless in their efforts to keep the Kurdish descendants of the 



Medes oppressed. They even have been cooperating with other nations such as Iraq, 

Syria, and Turkey to subject the Kurds to the policies of assimilation and disappearance. 

  

In the new century, when the world is more interdependent and more aware of our 

common humanity, Iran and other nations that subsumed and now control parts of 

Media/Kurdistan need to realize that a nation of more than 40 millions cannot and will 

not disappear off of the face of the earth. A day will come where the Kurds, who are the 

legitimate descendants of the Medes, will claim their rightful place in the civilized world 

and will continue to contribute to its enrichment.  
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